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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the problem of describing,

for large values of a complex parameter X, the behavior of the solutions of a

class of differential equations of the form

(1.1) d2u/dx* - [\2P0(x) + XPi(x) + Q(x, X)]w = 0.

This equation is considered over a real interval a^x^b which contains a

second order zero of po(x). The coefficient Q(x, X) is of the form

(1.2) Q(x, X) = £ qj(x)/\i
j-0

and po(x), px(x), and the g>(x)'s are suitable restricted bounded functions.

Specifically, formulas are sought which represent solutions of (1.1) in a cer-

tain asymptotic sense when |x[ > A(2).

Existing asymptotic theory of the equation (1.1) is known to depend upon

the nature of the vanishing of po(x) and pi(x), these being coefficients of posi-

tive powers of X. A zero of po(x) has been called a turning point of the equa-

tion, the order of the turning point being the order of the zero. In an interval

where po(x)j*0, complete asymptotic expansions of a pair of solutions have

long been known; this case was the subject of the classical work of Birkhoff

[l]. A recent advance, due to R. E. Langer [3], has brought the theory of

the simple turning point to a similar degree of completion. For higher order

turning points, on the other hand, the theory is still fragmentary, being most

highly developed for a turning point of order two. In this case expansions

have in fact been given [2; 4], but only the leading term of an expansion has

been expressed in any simple way. For terms after the first, the known expres-

sion are extremely complicated, each successive term a degree more involved

than the one before.

It is the object of the present paper to obtain expansions, valid in the

presence of a second order turning point, whose terms to any order are simply

expressed. An algorithm will be given which involves only simple power series
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computations and single quadratures, and which leads to formal solutions of

equation (1.1). These formal solutions are then shown to represent true solu-

tions in an asymptotic sense. The algorithm is patterned after one employed

by R. E. Langer in his theory of the simple turning point, but necessarily

differs from it since that theory does not generalize directly to the second

order case. The central role of the Bessel functions in the first order theory is

taken here by the confluent hypergeometric (Whittaker) functions.

The following specific assumptions are to be made concerning the (closed)

interval (a, b) and the coefficients po(x), pi(x), and g/x):

(i) (a, b) contains precisely one point at which po(x) vanishes, the zero

being of the second order. For convenience it is assumed that a<0<b, and

that the zero of po(x) is located at the origin.

(ii) po(x), pi(x), and q,(x) are indefinitely differentiable on (a, b) and are

expansible in Maclaurin series in a neighborhood of the origin. The series

(1.2) is uniformly convergent and termwise differentiable by xon (a, b) when

|X|>iV.
A less essential hypothesis, made to permit a detailed yet reasonably brief

discussion, is that

(iii) the coefficient po(x) is real and non-negative on the interval (a, b).

pi(x) and qj(x) are in general complex.

2. The first approximating equation. With pj/2(x) understood to designate

that root of the (non-negative) number po(x) which has the sign of x itself,

let the functions <f>(x), £, and ^(x) be defined by the formulas

1/2 Cx

(a) <b(x) = Po (x),      (h)        £ = 2X I    <f>(s)ds,
J 0

(2.1) x i/4

(c)  *(x) = [ J" V*)*J */[*(*) J1"-

Observe that both <£(x) and its integral vanish at the origin, to the order of

x and x2 respectively, but have no other zeroes on (a, b). When x>0 these

functions have the common argument zero, while for x<0 they are assigned

in turn the argument values tv and 27r. The convention is to be adopted

throughout that a quantity raised to a real power has its argument thereby

multiplied by the power. With this convention ^(x) is seen to need only a

suitable definition at the origin to become a real and positive function which

is continuous, in fact indefinitely differentiable, on the interval (a, b). It

follows from the formulas that (3)

£1/2 ^,2

(2.2) -— = —-
r        (2X)1'2

(8) /'(*> *) means df(x, \)/dx.
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and, upon taking logarithms and differentiating, that

(2.3) 17+2 — = — •

Consider the function

(2.4) v(x, X)" - +(x)i,& X)

in which the factor t?(£, X) is any solution of the differential equation

d2rj        1   dr)      fl        k(\)l
(a)-1-ij = 0   in which

de      2£ dl-      L 4 {   J

(2.5) (b) k(\) = k + k„/X + • • • + Kn/\n+1, n^O,

(c)        k - - (l/2)pi(0)^^(0)

and K0, «i, • • • , «n are unspecified constants.

Because equation (2.5) is second order linear, and because of the form

of the transformation (2.4), it is familiar that v(x, X) will satisfy a second

order linear differential equation. The application of d/dx = Z'd/dl- to v(x, X)

yields, when (2.3) is taken into account,

r<*27»       1   dtf\

' -*«')"fc+5 «] + *"'
or, with (2.5) and (2.2),

•"-[(t-7)(£,,' + T>
From this, and from the formulas (2.1) and (2.2), it follows that v(x, X)

satisfies the differential equation

dH
(a) -R(x, \)v = 0   where

dx2
(2.6)

^*(0)       J,"       2  JL   kj
(b) R(x, X) = X2p0 + Xp,(0) ̂ J- + !1 _ _ V -I .

Equation (2.5a) is normalized by the transformation 77=£~1/4il7 to the

confluent hypergeometric equation,

d2M      f 1       k(\)      1 - 4m2l
2.7 -rv-\-—-\M = 0,de       L.4 £ 4£2    J

in which m has the value 1/4. Equation (2.7) has been the subject of consider-

able investigation, and its solutions are to be regarded as known. In terms

of these, equation (2.6), which is seen to resemble the given equation (1.1)
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to a certain extent, is solvable, with solutions of the form

(2.8) i = a*)ri,*M(t x).

By analogy with Langer [3], equation (2.6) will henceforth be designated as

the "first solvable approximating equation."

Let the wronskian of a pair of functions f(x) and f(x) be designated by

/(*)    /(*)

(2.9) wron (/,/;*) =    df(x)   df(x)    .

dx       dx

If M(l-) and $f(£) are a pair of solutions of the Whittaker equation, and v(x)

and v(x) are the corresponding solutions of the first approximating equation,

computation from the relation (2.8) and a substitution from (2.2) show that

(2.10) wron (v, v; x) = (2X)1'2wron (M, M;Q.

Hence v and v are independent provided M and M are. Since neither differ-

ential equation has a first derivative term, neither wronskian can depend

upon the differentiation variable—both are functions of X alone.

3. The second approximating equation. It is now proposed to make use of

the first approximating equation to obtain another differential equation, still

solvable, and more closely resembling the given equation. Let po(x) and

pi(x) be defined by

,a   ,     a, x    rxp^)-pi(o)r(o)/r(s) J
Po = coshfl   where    6(x) =   I    -ds,

(3.1) J° 20W
sinh 6

pi = ■-

The integrand of 6(x) is evidently bounded, its numerator vanishing to at

least as high an order as its denominator at 5 =0. Hence 6(x) vanishes at least

to the order of x at the origin, so that pi(x) is only indeterminate there, and

becomes an indefinitely differentiable function upon proper definition at this

single point. It may be established from (3.1) that

2 2

(a) po — poPi = 1,

r ^4(°) 1
(3.2) (b) 2p0pi + pim =\pi- pi(0) —— Uo,

T ^4(0) "1
(c) 2Mo' = I pi - pi(0) ——-J /ti.

In terms of the functions po(x) and pi(x), and of v(x, X), any solution of
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the first approximating equation (2.6), let z(x, X) be defined by the formula

Mi
(3.3) (a) z = pQv H-v'.

A

Differentiating, and substituting for v" from (2.6),

(b) z' = Lo' +^r\v + Lo + ^A v',

(c) z" = Lo" + y.oR + y-R + y R^jv + ^2M0' + —+ — r\v'.

v and i>' may be eliminated from equations (3.3), the eliminant being

z z' z"

Ml 2ui ill

po   pi+ — R   no"+noR + —R + — R'
A A A —   U.

—    /io + — 2p{ + — + — R
A A A A

Hence z satisfies the differential equation

d2z dz
(3.4) 7>o-77-7z = 0

dx2 dx

where

Mi
Po    Po + — R

(a) Do = ,       ,
Mi ,  Ml
— Mo H-
X X

2mi Mi
no    no" +-^-R + jRf

(3.5) (b) 77 =
Mi ,      Mi
7 2mo+T

2«i wi Mi
p0" +poA + —-A + — A' Mo'+ —A

XX X
(c)   7 =

Ui Ui Ml

2^'+^- + ^* ^ + V
A A X

No use has been made thus far of the specific relations (3.2) satisfied by
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po and pi. The first of these, (3.2a), is now applied to the determinant Do to

obtain the expansion:

1 T 2 lK0)l      plrt"       2   "   Kjl
(3.6) Do = 1 + -   popi - pipi - piPi(0) ^-   - f- P- - - Y -ir]

XL V   J      X2 L ^       V y=o  X'J

from which it is deduced that both Do and its reciprocal are bounded from

zero when |X| >N. Since, as may be verified directly, H = Di, equation

(3.4) is normalized by the transformation

(3.7) l = zD'om

to the equation

d2l
(a)-S(x, X)j = 0 in which

dx2

(3.8)
J       3 VDiT1 1 Di'

(h)S = — + —  —--•
Do       4 LA.J 2   Do

The only term on the right of (3.8b) which becomes infinite with X is

J/Do- Inspection of the determinants (3.5) shows that the indicated division

can be carried out in part to obtain

J Jo
(a) — = R -\-with

Do Do

(3.9) pi' + -£- R + — R'    pi+ — R
A A A

(b) Jo =
9    '  J-"1 -LMl
2po + —— po H-

X X

It is seen that, except for the term R written explicitly in (3.9a), the functions

R(x, X) and R'(x, X) come into the expression for S(x, X) invariably multiplied

by quantities of the order of 1/X or smaller. Consequently, the only term of

the order of X is, from (2.6), X2p0(x). Since by formula (3.6), Do is bounded

with leading term 1, the coefficient of the term of order X in S(x, X) is

lK0)   ,     2pip0 + pipi     piPo
MO)—— + ,

W 2/to Po

Because po and pi satisfy the relations (3.2), this simplifies to pi(x). Conse-

quently, the coefficient S(x, X) of equation (3.8) takes the form

(3.10) (a) S(x, X) = X2p„(x) + Xpi(x) + T(x, X)

where, because D<rl can be expanded in descending powers of X, T(x, X) is of
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the form

(b) T(x, X) = J tj(x)/\>.
J-0

The constant Km, with m = 0, 1, • • • , or n, comes into the expression for

S(x, X) wherever R(x, X) or R'(x, X) does. As remarked above, except for the

term R written explicitly in (3.9a), these functions are always multiplied by

quantities of the order of 1/X or smaller. Consequently, Km occurs linearly in

tm(x) (multiplied by —2/^4), but is absent from every tj(x) with j<m.

Equation (3.8), which has the explicit solution

(3.11) $ = zx71/2[~mo!' + y»'1,

is to be referred to as the "second solvable approximating equation." If

v and v are a pair of solutions of the first approximating equation, and z

and z are the corresponding functions defined by (3.3a), then from (3.3) and

(3.5a)

Mi
Mo —

X v      v
wron (z, z; x) = • = 7)0wron (v, v; x).

Pi Pi v'    v'
Po + — R    Mo + —

X X

For the corresponding 3 and 3 defined by (3.7),

wron (3, 3, x) = Do-1-wron (z, z; x)

and so

(3.12) wron (3, 3, x) = wron (v, v; x).

Hence 3 and 3 are independent provided v and v are.

4. The related equation. A solvable differential equation is now to be ob-

tained which formally approximates the given equation to any desired degree

of accuracy. Let a0(x), r0(x), and /30(x) be defined in terms of (1.2) and (3.10)

by

(a)   ao = 1, (b)   r0 = (qo — to),

(4.1)
1  rx To(s)

(c)  0. = - I    ~^-ds.
<b J 0   2<p(s)

Ko, which occurs linearly in to(x), may be chosen so that to(x) has a zero at the

origin, and this choice is to be made. As a result, the integrand of /30 is bounded

near the origin, and j30 itself is only indeterminate there. Suitably defined at
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this single point, B0(x) is indefinitely differentiable on (a, b). It is to be noted

that quantities (4.1) do not involve any xm other than k0.

Let ai(x), ti(x), and p\(x) be defined by

(a)  ai = 0, (b)   n = (qi - ti) - 2p$i - pi Bo,

(4.2)
1   rx Ti(*)

(c)  j8i = — I    —tt ds.
<j> Jo   2d>(s)

Ki, which occurs linearly in h(x), is now chosen so that rx(x) has a zero at the

origin. Hence p\(x) is a function which, by suitable definition at the origin,

is indefinitely differentiable on (a, b). Evidently the quantities (4.2) do not in-

volve any Km other than k0 and Ki.

In this fashion a sequence of functions is to be defined. At the pth stage,

and in terms of previously defined quantities, let <xv(x), Bv(x), and tv(x) be

defined by

(a) a, = — J       B','-2 + Y (Oy-i-2 - tp-j-ilBj \dt,
2 J o   L y=o J

V

(b) r, = Y (i-l - t>->)»i ~ (2P&-1 + pi B,-i)

(4.3)
V ' v-2

- Y (It-i-iP! + 1,-i-tBi) -ai',
J-O

1   rx t,(s)
(c) 8, = — I    -ds.

<b J o   2<b(s)

k„, which occurs linearly in t,(x), is chosen so that r, has a zero at x = 0.

B,(x), with definition suitably extended to the origin, is therefore indefinitely

differentiable on (a, b). The quantities (4.2) involve k0, Ki, ■ • • , k* only.

The sequence is to be terminated with the stage v = n. (n, which was intro-

duced in (2.5), is arbitrary.) At this stage all of the k0, ku ■ • ■ ,kh will be deter-

mined.

In terms of the above functions define
n

(a) A(x,\) = Y<xj(x)/\'',
;-0

(b) B(x, X) =   Y Bj(x)/\',

(4.4)v     ' B

A    A' + — S

(c) Di(x, X) =    b *       .
—    A+ —
X2 X2
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Because «o=T and ai = 0, therefore -<42, and hence A, differs from unity by a

quantity of order l/\2. Thus both Dx and its reciprocal are bounded from

zero when | X | > N.

Consider now the function y(x, X):

(4.5) y = Dr1'2[Ai + Bi'/\2].

By reasoning similar to that of §3 it may be shown (4) that y satisfies the

differential equation

d2y      r Q(x, X)n
(4-6) -^ - [X2p0 + Xpi + Q(x, X) - y^-J y = 0

in which fl(x, X) is a function which is continuous and is bounded when

|X| >N. This equation, which resembles the given equation to terms in

1/Xn, will be referred to as the "related equation." Its explicitly known solu-

tions are given by (4.5).

A solution y(x, X) of the related equation may be written directly in terms

of the corresponding solution of the first approximating equation by combin-

ing the expressions (4.5) and (3.11), eliminating v" with (2.6). The expression

is

(a) y(x, X) = Ea(x, \)v(x, X) + £i(x, X)v'(x, X)/X with

T B (px Po      Po  Do\\

(4.7) W        E'-(D'D^"iA^^R + T-^-bl)\"M

(c) £,-(DoDl)-.,[^ + ^(),„ + f-|^)].

If 3 and 3 are a pair of solutions of the second approximating equation,

then an argument similar to one employed in §3 shows that for the cor-

responding pair of solutions, y and y, of the related equation,

wron (y, y; x) = wron (3, 3; x).

The result is now immediate from (3.12) that

(4.8) wron (y, y; x) = wron (v, v, x).

The behavior of the functions y may be deduced by (4.7) from that of the

v's or, what comes to the same thing, from the behavior of the corresponding

pair of solutions of the Whittaker equation (2.7).

5. The solutions of the related equation. An independent pair of solutions

of the Whittaker equation, those generally designated by Mk,m(i;), are given

for all finite values of the variable £ and the parameter X by(5)

(*) The method is formally identical with that of [3, §6].

(8) Notation and results quoted in this section are taken from [5, Chap. 16]. The equations

(5.1) and (5.2) are found on p. 332.
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f        1/2 + m - k 1
(5.1) Jf*,»(© = ?'2+me-t<2   1 + —-{+■•■, m = ± 1/4,

L 2m + 1 J

the series being uniformly convergent on a bounded range of £ and k. Mk,m(^)

is a single-valued function of arg £ by the convention of §2, and satisfies the

known relations

(5.2) Mk.md) = *v-«-'rtJf.».«ft*-*i)

where v is any integer and where

(5.3) <r=(-l)\

The functions z>±i/4(x, X), defined in terms of Mk,±i/t(%) by the formula

(5.4) vm(x, X) = *(*)€-a'«Jf*<x>.-(0. m = ± 1/4,

satisfy the first approximating equation throughout the interval (a, b). Over

a domain of values (x, X) restricted in such a way that |x| >N but £(x, X)

remains bounded, k(\) is confined to a neighborhood of the point k, and con-

sequently the functions vm(x, X) and v'm(x, X)/X1/2 are bounded uniformly. The

corresponding solutions of the related equation, defined by formula

(5.5) ym(x, X) = Eo(x, \)vn(x, X) + Ei(x, X)»m'(x, X)/X,    m = + 1/4,

are also uniformly bounded on the restricted domain. From (2.10), (4.8), and

(5.1)

r i /XY/2
(5.6) wron [yUi, y_i/4; xj = — ( — j    .

When £(x, X) is unbounded it becomes appropriate to introduce the

Whittaker functions which are designated by Wak,i/i(i;e~*H), where v is any

integer, and a is defined by (5.3). For brevity, let

(5.7) W.h,m(t-e-"i) = WJ®.

Wk,m(i;) is defined in terms of the functions Mk,m(^) by the formula(8)

T(-l/2) T(l/2)

Consequently, by (5.2),

e-(i/4)KTir(_1/2) e<-1l»>*iT(l/2)

(5.8) W,(Q = ——-A-— Mk.m(k) + .„„IA        „ Mk,-m(Q,
rr(l/4 - ak) iT(3/4 — ak)

which shows incidentally that W,(^} is a solution of the differential equation

(2.7). When £ is large and in the sector

H [5, p. 340].
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(5.9) 2,(0:        (v - 3/2)* + egarg^(i-+ 3/2)tt - e,

with € a small fixed positive number, then W, is expressible by the asymptotic

formula(7)

T        0(1)1

The function designated here by 0(1), as well as its £ derivative, may be

shown to be uniformly bounded when \%\ >N and | k\ <M(*).

The sector 5,(0, defined by

(5 11)        or    (a)        (" ~ 1/2)7r ~ ^ ? ~ (" + l/2)* " ®^ ~ °

(b) (* - 1/2)* + e ^ arg { g (v + 1/2)* - e       if W[<xk] > 0,

is overlapped considerably by each of the sectors 2,_i(0 and 2„+i(0 and in

case (b) is covered completely by either of these.

Consider now the pair of functions JF„(0 and TF„+i(0. When |ij| >Aand

arg £ is on the range

(v - 1/2)tt + egarg5g(v + 3/2)x - e,

then both functions may be expressed asymptotically by means of (5.10).

Their wronskian, being independent of 0 may be evaluated from these

formulas in the limit as £ becomes infinite, and has the value

(5.12) wron [W„ JF„+1; $] = <rCk'{.

Hence W,(£) and W,+i(0 are independent.

On the sector 5,(0, the function e~^n)'(^'k is bounded. Hence any con-

stant linear combination

CiW.(t) + C2IF,+1(0,   with   C2 ̂  0,

may be represented asymptotically there by

C2e<-1iv°t(te-w*i)-<'kO(l),

the bounded term CilF,(0 having been incorporated into the function 0(1).

Because this can be done, PF„+i(0 is said to be dominant over 1F„(0 on this

sector; on the sector 5,+i(0, the roles of dominant and subdominant function

are reversed.

On the (sometimes smaller) sector

(v - l/2)x + e g arg £ g (v + l/2)x - e

the dominance is even stronger, for here e~<-1/2)"i^"k is of infinitely small

(') [5, pp. 337, 339].
(8) In general 0(1) will designate a function which, on a configuration of values of the

parameter and variables, is bounded and is continuous in the variables.
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order, i.e. is 0(£-n) for every integer n, so that the asymptotic expansion of

the above linear combination is identical in all terms with that of C2Wr+i(Z).

Hence only the pure subdominant solution may be distinguished by its

asymptotic form; all other solutions are asymptotically identical(9).

Outside of the range of arg £ for which the forms (5.10) are valid, these

may be used in conjunction with the relations

2iri'~1e-kri sin (1/4)at

'"*""*"1 = r('/4 - »)IW« - *) W~""{ir")

+ t'[sin (1/4)t(v + 2) + e-2*"sin (1/4) ww]Wh,u*(Q,

valid when v is an even integer, and

Wk.in&e'"") = i^l[e2k"sm (1/4)t(i- + 1) + sin (l/4)xf> - l)]lF*.i/«ft*-*9

(5.13b)
2t»'«»" sin (l/4)ir(* + 1)

+   r(i/4 - *)r(3/4 - *)   W~k-1,ti&'

where v is odd.

The relations (5.13) are a corollary of their analogues (5.2), following,

after some computation, by the definition (5.8).

Formula (5.13a) may be applied in particular to show that (5.14a)

_2irie~"*''
(5.14a)     Wr+2(t) =- W+i(Q - e-»MW,%.

T(l/4 - <rife)r(3/4 - ak)

Consequently, W,+2(^) and IF,(£) are linearly independent provided that

neither of the T-functions is infinite, thus certainly when neither of £±1/4

is an integer. It is immediately evident from (5.1) and (5.8) that there are

only four essentially different functions IF»(£), and what has just been shown

is that any two of these are linearly independent, although the above men-

tioned exception can occur. It follows from (5.13b) that

— 2irie*kxi
(5.14b)    W,+2(i) =- WW*) - «"*'W,({).

r(l/4 - <r£)r(3/4 - ak)

Either of the formulas (5.14) may be applied to obtain an asymptotic ex-

pression for PF„+2(£) on at least a portion of the sector S,(£), and the results

may be combined to yield an expression valid over this entire sector. Hence,

when |£| >M and on the sector S,(i;),

-2Trie°k™ t r        0(1)1
(5.IS)     IF,+2(£) =- ea/2),f£-„4   ! +-  .

r(l/4 - ak)T(3/4: - ak) L (   J

(9) Except of course for the constant factor. It should be pointed out that this factor may

depend upon the parameter X, and that the character of a solution as dominant or subdominant

may not be uniform over a region of X, e.g. if C(X) has zeroes there.
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The formulas

(a) v,(x,\) = *(*)r"W,(0 X),
(5.16)

(b) yr(x, X) = £0(*, X) v,(x, X) + £i(x, \)vi (x, X)/X,

v = 0, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4),

define solutions of the first approximating equation and related equation

respectively which are alternative to those given in (5.4) and (5.5). From the

behavior of the latter for small 0 together with the equation (5.8) (10),

,5 17) (a)   y,(*,X)=0(l),

(b) yi(x,y) =0(X^2), \t\*M,\\\>N.

When 10J ̂  M and in the sector 2,(0

(a) >(*, X) = e-u/2>^*-i/40(l),

(b) y',(x, X) = e-(1'2>'^*-1/<0(X),

these formulas following from (5.10) and (4.7).

A pair of the functions y will be called adjacent if their subscripts differ

by 1 or 3, modulo 4, or opposite if their subscripts differ by 2, modulo 4.

An adjacent pair y,(x, X) and y,+i(x, X) are linearly independent, with

(5.19) wron [y„ y,+i; x] = <7(2X)X/V*"

while an opposite pair are independent for |x| >N provided neither k+1/4

is an integer.

6. Representation of solutions of the given equation. If y(x), y(x) and y(x)

are solutions of the related equation, the first two being linearly independent,

and Xo is any point of the interval (a, b), then the function u(x) which is de-

fined by the integral equation

(6.1) u(x) = y(x) +  I-=-——u(t)dt
J Xo      wron [y, y; t] X"+x

is a solution of the given differential equation. This result, which is obtain-

able from classical theory (by considering the given equation as a nonhomo-

geneous generalization of the related equation), may be verified directly.

Differentiating (6.1) leads to the following expression for u'(x):

,, 9. „.      „.,   f ?'(«)5>(0 - J'OOW) o«. x)   ,A,t
(6.2) u'(x) = y'(x) +  I-=-~—-u(t)dt.

J H      wron [y, y, t] X-+1

The kernel of (6.1) does not depend upon the particular choice made of a

pair of solutions y(x) and y(x). Consequently (6.1) establishes a unique cor-

respondence between a solution y(x) of the related equation and a solution

0°) 0(X") means 0(1)-X».
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u(x) of the given equation, characterized by the evident fact that these

functions, with their derivatives, are identical at the point x0:

(6.3) «(x0) = y(x0);       w'(xo) = y'(xo).

It is to be investigated under what circumstances the deviation of u from

y remains small for a range or values of x and X.

Consider first the configuration of values (x, X) for which |X| >N but

£(x, X) is bounded. Choose M, a large fixed positive number. For any fixed X,

|£(x, X)| increases monotonically with |x| on either interval (a, 0) or (0, b).

Consequently |£| <M on a subinterval (x_, x+) of (a, b) which contains the

origin and whose end points vary with X, while |£| >M outside of (x_, x+).

With y,(x) any one of the functions introduced in the preceding section, and

Xo taken to be the origin, define «„,o(x) by the correspondence (6.3). Hence

(6.3a)      «„i0(0, X) = y,(0, X);     w'|0(0, X) = yi (0, X),      v = 0, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4).

As a convenient pair of functions $ and y choose yi/4(x, X) and y_i/4(x, X)

(defined in equation (5.5)). The following lemma(") applies:

Lemma (First statement). If, for a range of value of'X for which |X| >N,

an interval ai(\) gx^a2(X) is defined and if, for x, t, and Xi(X) on this interval,

the functions f(x, X) and K(x, t, X) are continuous in the variables x and t and

such that

(a) f(x, X) = 0(1),

(6.4) rx,
(b) I     | K(x, t, \)\dt = O(l/X0, * ̂  0.

J Xi

then the solution U(x, X) of the integral equation

(6.5) U(x, X) = f(x, X) +  f   K(x, I, \)U(t, \)dt
J  xi

differs from f(x, X) by an amount of the order of 1/X', that is,

(6.6) U(x, X) = /(*, X) + O(l/X0.

On the configuration of values (x, X) in question, the function y=y,(x)

in the integral equation (6.1) is both continuous and bounded. In estimating

the integral corresponding to (6.4b) it is convenient to transform the integra-

tion variable by means of (2.1b) and (2.2):

(6.7) dx = t2dZ/(2\y'2pi2.

Since the wronskian in the integral is equal to (X/2)1/2, while y±i/4(x) is

bounded, therefore

(») Proved in [3].
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f ' | A(x, t, \)\dt = 0(1/X"+2)  f  W2 = 0(1/X"+2).
J 0 •'0

Consequently, from the lemma,

(6.8) (a) «,,0(x, X) - y,(x, X) + 0(1/X"+2),   when    | g|   < M.

u'k0(x) may now be computed from (6.2). Since y±i/4 = 0(Xl/2),

(b) p'v,o(x, X) = y,(x, X) + 0(l/X»+»'2), when     | £ |   < M.

7. The solutions for unbounded 0 The lemma of the previous section may

be restated as follows:

Lemma (Second statement). If, for a range of values of \ for which |X| > N,

an interval fli(X) ̂ x^&i(X) is defined, and if, for x, t, and xx(X) on the interval,

the functions f(x, X) and K(x, t, X) are continuous in the variables x and t and

such that

±U/2){<*)   **-!/«
(a) f(x, X) - e 5 (x) 0(1),

(7.i) rx\ r K*)~\±k+111
(b) I     ,Tfl/»tt(-H«)i   iii K(x, t, X)  dt = 0(l/\f),

J *i I                      L £ (t) J

then the solution U(x, X) of (6.5) is of the form

(7.2) U(x, X) = /(*, X) + gtnmt^ft-ii*o(l/\f) = e±u/*«{*»-i/«0(l).

It is seen that the lemma in its original form applies directly to the integral

equation for Ue*fxm%kt+114', which is obtained by multiplying (6.5) through

by eT(1/2)£<l)|±A:+1/4(x) and rewriting the integrand.

Let the solution, u,,xo(x, X), of the given equation be defined by the initial

conditions

(7.3) w^x^xo, X) = y,(x0, X);        «/,i0(x0, X) = y,'(x0> X).

«,,I0 is thus represented by the integral equation (6.1) when y=y, in that

equation. The second form of the lemma is to be applied to the investigation

of certain solutions, «,,»„, when x is no longer restricted to the interval (x_, x+)

(whose length is of the order of 1/X1/2) but varies over the whole of (a, b). The

discussion applies when |x[ >7V, X lies in certain fixed sectors, and x is con-

fined (for the time being) to a particular one of the subintervals (a, 0) or

(0, b).
A typical configuration, namely

(a) x > 0;        -x/2 + e g arg X g x/2 if   jRW g 0
(7.4) or

(b) x > 0;        -t/2 + e g arg X ^ tt/2 - <=     if    $R(k) > 0
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is chosen for detailed consideration; the discussion is then seen to carryover

with little change to the general case.

I. The solution subdominant on the configuration (7.4). Consider that solu-

tion of the given differential equation which is designated by Wo,&(x, X) and

which accordingly is represented by the integral equation (6.1) when y=yo

and Xo = & in that equation. The roles of y and y in the integrand are to be

filled by yo and yi respectively.

The equation (6.1) is to be examined, first, when x is on the range

x+^x^b. For this configuration |£| >M and arg£=argX, so that the func-

tions y0 and yi are of the form

yo(x, X) = <r«/2>*£*-i/40(l),

yi(x, X) = «<«»t£-*-w<o(l),

the first of these being subdominant. Evidently the function y=yo in (6.1)

satisfies the condition (7.1a) of the lemma, with the lower sign holding. In

the integral corresponding to (7.1b) the variable t, as well as x, is on the

range (x+, b). Consequently, if A(y, y) abbreviates $(x) ■ y(t) — ̂ (x) -y(t), then

in the integrand

,K«-«i>1/i I2-±\ A(y0, yi) = f»/»(0 I 0(1) + e«<*>-«« I-^J      0(1)J

= srin(t)o(i).

The second equality requires justification: Since t>x, arg [£(0— £(*)]

= arg X and therefore «*<•>-*<« is bounded. However when 9?(*c)>0 the quan-

tity [£(x)/£(/)]-2i is unbounded for small values of the bracketed ratio. Sup-

pose that £(x)/£(/) =8, a small positive number. Then min |£(f) —Z(x)\

= M(l/8 — l), the value being assumed when x=x+, and min 9?(arg X)

= sin «. Consequently |««<*>-««)| ^eM 8in «»-V»J and inasmuch ase~M "in '"S-2*

is bounded for small S, the proof is completed. If now the integration variable

is transformed by (6.7) and the wronskian evaluated by (5.16), the integral

in question is seen to be of the form

di/i = 0(1/X»+1).

Accordingly the conclusion may be drawn from the lemma that

(7.6) (a) u0,b(x, X) = y0(x, X) + e-<"2H£*-i/40(l/X»+1),       | t|   = M.

Finally «^,6(x, X) may be shown by means of (5.18b) and (6.2) to be of the

form

(b) u'o,b(x, X) = y'„(x, X) + e-<i'2>f$*-1/<0(l/X»), | £ |   = M.

Consider next the situation when x is on the range (0, x+). The equation

(6.1) may be written in the form
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/' x Q(t \}e~*T*
A(yo. yi) „   ',.,,. uo.b(t, X)dt    wherein

x. Xn+1(2X)1/z

(7.7)
/•*+ 12(2 X)e— **'

(b)    /i(x, X) = y0(x, X) + j    A(y0, yi)      ',„.,., u0,h(t, \)dt.
J b \n+1(2\)1'i

In (7.6) one has already an estimate of u0,b(t) on the range (x+, b). Conse-

quently the integral in (7.7b) may be evaluated directly. Since x is on an

interval in which £(x) is bounded, yo(x) and yi(x) are bounded; y0(t) and

yi(t), on the other hand, are of the form (7.5). Thus

A(y„, yi)uo.h(t) = t1,2(t)[0(D + e~^ek(t)0(l)]

= tl"WKl),

so that the integral is of 0(1/Xn+1). Hence

fi(x, X) = y0(x, X) + 0(l/\»+l)

= 0(1).

In the integral of (7.7a) on the other hand, both y,(x) and y,(t) are bounded

and so

/■ [                Q(t,X)e-k"i
\Hyo, yi) ——-dt = o(i/x»+2)..J                X^X)1'2 v '       '

Equation (7.7a) is therefore seen to satisfy the hypothesis of the first form

of the lemma, establishing that «o,6=/i + 0(l/Xn+1), and so

(7.8) (a) Uo,h(x, X) = y0(x, X) + 0(1/X»+1), | *|   £ M.

The equation (6.2) for u'0J>(x, X) may be written in a manner analogous to

(7.7). Since y'0(x) is Oft1'2), it follows that

(b) u'o,b(x, X) = y'o(x, X) + 0(l/\»+U2), | f |   g M.

II. A solution which is dominant on (7.4). Consider that solution of the

given equation which is designated by Ux,o(x, X), and which accordingly is

represented by the integral equation (6.1) when y=yi and x0 = 0 in that

equation. The roles of ■$ and y in the integrand are again filled by y0 and yt

respectively.

When 0^xgx+, the situation is precisely that which was discussed in §6,

and so

(a) Ux.o(x, X) = yi(x, X) + 0(1/X"+2),

(b) u'x.o(x, X) = y'i(x, X) + 0(1/X»+"2), | {|   :§ M.

When, on the other hand, x+^x^b, the integral equation (6.1) is to be

written in the form
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Ji x q(i y\g-kTi
A(y°'yd , ^,/^s,,» Mi.°C'x)^ inwhich

». X"+1(2X)1/2

(7.10)
/'*+ n(/ x)6~*t*

0 AB+1(2A)1'i

The integral in (b) may be estimated directly using (7.9a). In the integral

only yi(x) is unbounded, so that

Mx, X) = yi(x, X) + e<1'2>*r*-1/40(l/X"+2)

= e<1/2)*£-*~1/40(l).

In the integrand of (7.10a), on the other hand, both

| £(x) |   ^ M   and     | £(0 |   ^ M.

Thus

rz(x)ik+i11 r       r*(*)T* i
e-d/2) Kw-i(oi LfllJ       A(yo< yi) = ri/2(<) I et(o-t(.) I i^.1   0(1) + 0(1)1

= r1/2(0O(D,

the second equality following because in this case x>t. The integral which

corresponds to (7.1b) is thus of the order 0(1/Xn+1), so that, by the second

statement of the lemma,

(7.11) (a) mi.0(x, X) = yi(x, X) + e<1'*>«r^1'<0(l/X)»+\

while from (6.2)

(b) «i,„(x, X) = y[(x, X) + ««/»t$-*-i/<0(l/X-), | *|   ^ Jlf.

The wronskian of the pair of solutions Mo,b(x, X) and «i,o(x, X), being inde-

pendent of x, may be evaluated at x = 0 by means of (7.8), (7.9), and (5.14).

When |X| >N and arg X is on the interval ( — ir/2, tt/2),

(7.12) wron [«0.», «i,o] = wron[y0, yi] + 0(1/Xn+1'2),

0(1/Xn+1/2) being independent of x. Thus Uo.b and «i,o are linearly independ-

ent.

8. Solutions appropriate to other configurations. It is clear that the dis-

cussion of preceding sections can be adapted to apply to any configuration

where x>0 and where arg X (which in this case equals arg £) is such that a

certain y, is of subdominant form while an adjacent y„ is dominant. A solu-

tion of the given equation is associated with y„ by (6.3), taking xo = b, and

another with y„ taking x0=0. The deviation of each u from the correspond-

ing y is then computed by a slightly modified version of the argument pre-

sented above. These results are summarized in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. When x>0, |X| >N, and X is in the sector 5,(X):

(a) (v - l/2)x ^ arg X ̂  (v + l/2)x */   8t[«] ^ 0,

(b) (* - l/2)x + e g arg X £ (? + l/2)x - e    */   <R[™] > 0.

v = 0, 1, 2, or 3,

<Ae« y,(x, X) is of subdominant form for large 0 and

(a) «,,,,(*, X) = y, (x, X) + 0(1/X"+1) when    \l\   ^ M,

(b) «,,»(*, X) = y,(x, X) + <r<i/2M0*-i/<O(l/X'>+1), il|   £ 37.

.4/so

(a) u[,b(x, X) = y^(x, X) + 0(1/X»+1'2) when     | £ |   g M,

(b) u',,b(x, X) = y^x, X) + e-(1'2)"f0*-1/4O(l/X»), | £|   £ M.

Ore /Ae remainder of the sector S,(X):

(8.4) (v - 3/2)» + e ^ arg X g (v + 3/2)t - t,

y,(x, X) is o/ dominant form and

(a) «,.0(x, X) = y,(x, X) + 0(1/X"+2) when    | £|   g Af,

(b) «,.„(*, X) = y„(x, X) + e-(1/a)^t-i/40(1/x»+i)f |(|   ^ M.

(a) «,',0(x, X) = yi(x, X) + 0(1/X»+'/2) when    | £ |   S Jf,

(b) *.,(*, X) = y^(x, X) + *-«'«'tJ'*-w<0(lA").

On //?e intersection of the sectors 5,(X) awd 2„(X), where p, is adjacent to v (i.e.

p — v is an odd integer), the functions u,,b(x, X) and u„,o(x, X) are linearly inde-

pendent, with wronskian given on this sector by

(8.7) wron [«,,», w„i0] = wron [y„ y„] + 0(1/Xn+1'2).

Slight modifications are necessary when x<0 since in this case arg £

= 2x+arg X, and the interval terminates at a instead of b. The function sub-

dominant on the sector 5„(X) is opposite to y„ hence is yT(x, X) with r = i>+2

modulo 4, and the corresponding solution of the given equation is uT,a(x, X).

Theorem 2. The statement of Theorem 1 becomes correct for x<0 if the func-

tions y„ u,,b and w,,o are everywhere replaced by yr, uT,a, and uTio respectively,

with t = v+2 modulo 4.

When neither of the numbers k+1/4 is an integer it proves possible to

obtain a pair of independent solutions of the given equation which, on the

sector 5,(X), are asymptotically distinguishable over the entire interval (a, b).

The functions in question are «,,& and «T,0. It has already been shown that
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when |£| ^M these solutions are of subdominant form when x>0, x<0

respectively. The wronskian may be computed from Theorems 1 and 2 by

setting x = 0 in the formulas given there. It is found that on the sector 5,(X)

(8.8) wron [u,,h, «,..] = wron [y„ yT] + O^/X^1'2),

and so uy,h and uT,a are linearly independent. uT,a is of course a linear combina-

tion of the independent pair of functions w,,& and wMi0 (p being adjacent to v).

Hence

(8.9) (a) «r>0 = ci u,,b + c2mp,o

with coefficients given by the known formulas

wron [uT,a, u^o] wron [«„,&, uT,a]
(h)   ci =-, c2 =-r--r •

wron [«,,&, m^.oJ wron [uv,b, wM,oJ

It is easy to calculate, with the use of (5.19), that these coefficients differ

from those in the corresponding formulas between the functions y by quan-

tities of the order 0(1/Xn+1). The latter formulas have already been derived;

they are essentially the equations (5.14). If therefore when x>0 the formulas

for u,fi and w„,o in terms of y, and y„ are substituted into (8.9), it is seen that

uT.a differs from yT on this interval by a function 0(l/Xn+1)-y, + 0(l/Xn+1)y„.

Of course when x<0 the roles of v and r are reversed. The results are sum-

marized below.

Theorem 3. // neither of the numbers k + 1/4 is an integer, then when

|X| >N the functions y,(x, X) and yT(x, X), with r = v+2 (mod 4), are linearly

independent and y, is of subdominant form. The corresponding solutions u,th

and MT,a of the given differential equation are likewise linearly independent on the

sector 5,(X) and have there the form

(8 101) (a) U",biX' X) = y'(*' X) + e_a/2)'^*"1/4°(1/X''+1),

(b) uT,a(x, X) = yT(x, X) + e<i'2>'fr'*-1/40(l/X"+1),

these formulas valid when |£| ^ M and x>0.

When x<0 and |£| ^M, y, and yT again are independent of the sector

5,(X), with yT subdominant. The related solutions u are of the form

(8 ll) (a) u",b{x'X) = y,{x' X) + e(1/2>'£^ff*~1'4°(1An+1),

(b) uT.a(x, X) = yT(x, X) + e-<1/2>'f£'*-1/40(l/X"+1),

the formulas being valid when \ £| ^ M and x<0.

Finally, on S,(\) when |£| ^M,

(a) u,,h(x, X) = y,(x, X) + 0(l/\»+l),

(b) uT,a(x, X) = yr(x, X) + 0(1/X»+1),

these formulas being independent of the sign of x.
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